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The Director and members of the Needham Research Institute, as is well 
known, are responsible for the continuation of research and publication on 
Chinese science and technology, which was pioneered by Joseph Needham. 
This is my second opportunity to review for EASTM one of the volumes in 
the Science and Civilisation in China series, which I personally and 
respectfully refer to as the Needham “franchise.”  
One of the inherent and fundamental strengths of this “franchise” is the 
selection of important research topics and some of the world’s leading 
experts to write about them.  
The “franchise” up-holds its advanced billing and reputation in this 
regard in this volume (the fifth volume and twelfth part of the series), 
which was co-authored by Rose Kerr and Nigel Wood, with contributions 
from Ts’ai Mei-Fen and Zhang Fukang. It engagingly and at great length 
and detail deals with the history of China’s ceramic technology and the 
social, cultural, and commercial explanations for its maintenance of 
historical comparative advantage with other centers of production.  
Ceramic technology under the more general research topic of chemistry 
and chemical technology is certainly an important research field and Rose 
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Kerr, who recently retired as Chief Curator of the Far Eastern Section at the 
Victoria and Albert Museum, and Nigel Wood of the University of 
Westminster are an extremely well qualified team of expert authors to 
expound upon the topic.  
The history of Chinese ceramic technology, as the authors immediately 
alert the reader, is an extraordinarily rich topic, since “China can evidence 
11,000 continuous years of ceramic manufacture, utilizing copious natural 
resources to achieve consummate technical successes.” (p. 1) Although the 
authors discuss ceramics as objects of themselves and their social life [but 
in much less detail or flair in comparison with The Pilgrim Art by Finlay 
(2010)], they are clear and precise that the subject of this book is about the 
technology of making that object. Confronting a topic on an activity that 
engages a number of complex technical issues and spans over an extensive 
period of time, the authors made a number of appropriate decisions as to 
how they approached and organized this daunting undertaking.  
While raising and answering numerous pertinent issues and questions, 
including an audacious decision to examine both pottery- and porcelain-
making technology, the development of empirical research skills in pre-
modern ceramic technology, and the major impact that Chinese ceramics 
played in trade and exchange in the lives of people across the globe in one 
volume, the authors focus on three considerations and arguments to 
explain: “What underpinned China’s success in ceramic technology? What 
inspired her early brilliance, originality and creativity?” Their answers are 
based on: “what history tells us, from textual sources in the canons of 
traditional literature. Second is an appraisal of […] the ceramic industry in 
terms of official control, production methods, organization and markets… 
[and] …experimental production and scientific analysis.” (p. xlvii) These 
are useful heuristic guidelines for this type of research, which on the whole, 
the authors have employed intelligently and coherently.   
This volume is just over 900 pages in length. As the research topic was 
conceived, the authors needed all of this space to answer their research 
questions and execute their proposed publication goal. They chose to sub-
divide the history of Chinese ceramic technology into seven parts, which 
roughly approximate an Introduction I–Setting the Scene; basic required 
raw material and its properties II–Clays; the necessary equipment and 
elements to fire, form, and produce ceramic III–Kilns; the options and 
manners in how ceramics were produced IV–Manufacturing Methods and 
Sequences; two parts dealing with “finishing” or the introduction of color 
and decoration via glazes, pigments, enamels and gilding V–Glazes and 
VI–Pigments, Enamels and Gilding; and, finally, a treatment of the history 
of the significance of the commercialization of Chinese ceramics in a global 
context VII–Transfer; and Remote Transfer: The Influence of Chinese 
Ceramics in Europe.   
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By sub-dividing their topic into seven parts, the authors have been able 
to handle all of the historical and technical issues that they chose and had 
to be deal with over such a longue durée. There is, logically, some 
asymmetry in the size of each of the parts but this is not a defect, since each 
covers thoroughly the respective issue that the authors are raising. I also 
found the authors sub-sub division headings that are also found in the 
Table of Contents helpful when wanting to refer or return to comprehend 
or better understand an argument.  
The author’s attention to detail with respect to developing their 
arguments is commendable. When reading Part VII, for example, about the 
history of the commercialization of Chinese ceramics (a topic that I have 
written about), Kerr and Wood correctly alluded to a key functional 
characteristic concerning the use of these objects as ballast when loading 
and handling sailing ships of the period—a critical observation that could 
just have easily been overlooked and not even mentioned in a work of this 
size.  
“Franchises” tend to suffer from prejudice about delivering a standard 
quality of product that could be considered devoid of inspiration in 
elaboration or execution. I have never found that to the case in general with 
the Needham Science and Civilisation in China series “franchise,” and it is 
certainly is not the case with the Rose Kerr and Nigel Wood, Science and 
Civilisation in China. Volume 5, Chemistry and Chemical Technology. Part 12, 
Ceramic Technology volume. This a welcome addition to the series and a 
comprehensive, readable, understandable, and consultable work that 
thoroughly documents the history of Chinese ceramic technological 
prowess and the reasons how and why they occurred. The authors and the 
series are to be congratulated. 
 
  
 
 
 
